In the geographical area of Syria, as in other parts of the Muslim world, Sufism found itself under increasing attack during the twentieth century. 
the whirling dance, musical improvisation, and special clothing-to turn the dhikr into a highly impressive, though often touristic, performance. In Damascus, the leader of the new-style whirling dervishes is Shaykh Hamza Shakkur, the choirmaster of singers (munshidin) in the Umayyad mosque and a vocalist who is much in demand for official religious ceremonies.
Shakkur also cooperates with the al-Kindi Ensemble from Aleppo, which was found in 1983 by Julian Jalaleddin Weiss, a converted Frenchman of Swiss extraction who had studied Arab music and specialized on the musical instrument, the qanun. The group holds regular concert tours both in the Arab world and in Europe and America. As against the general decline of these basically urban-elitist brotherhoods, their rural-popular counterparts have proved more capable of holding to their traditions. Such is the case with the Saddiya, although the spectacular dawsa (the shaykh riding a horse over the backs of his disciples) has been long prohibited by the state. Numerous local shaykhs are affiliated with his brotherhoods in both the major Syrian cities and in the countryside.
Its two centers are the Golan village of Jaba', the site of the founder's tomb, and Damascus, where his descendants vie for control over its rich endowments (awqaf). The Sadiyya in the capital is considerably weakened, but it still is the only brotherhood to take part in the annual procession of laylat al-qadar, the night in which the first revelation to the Prophet is Another important sacred focus is the central Umayyad mosque where, it is claimed, the Prophet Yahya and Imam Husayn's severed head are interred.
In the first, women solicit help in solving problems of motherhood and marriage, and many of them tie a rope to the latticework as a symbol of their 13 Batatu, pp. 105-8.
14 Pinti, pp. 8-14. For the practice of piercing the body with a shish, see also 
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Itzchak Weismann ‫א‬ ‫د‬ ‫א‬ ، Ó‫א‬ − 61 designed to be an inclusive way that combines Sufism and fundamentalism (salafiyya) and is appropriate for the modern world. This is embodied in the "Dandarawi family", and the history of the Dandarawiyya is reconstructed as having been a social organization in this "family" molded from the outset, rather than a Sufi tariqa. Fadl insists on being addressed as amir and regards the hadra as an "art" or "folklore". In Beirut, in accordance with this philosophy, Hakim, who is a woman, conducts a sober hadra for both men and women, as well as an educated discussion group.
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No research is as yet available on the Syrian ‛Alawiyya, the third modern Shadhili branch to operate in the country, although the brotherhood as a whole is well known in the West, having been the inspiration for a remarkable group of mystically minded intellectuals in Europe and North 
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Naqshbandiyya-Khalidiyya can be found in the Kurdish areas of the northeast -the Jazira and Dayr al-Zor. 28 These essentially independent local branches adopted different and, in some respects , even opposing attitudes toward the questions of religious renewal, the Salafi challenge, and, above all, relations with the Ba‛th regime. Mention should also be made of Nazim as the spiritual father of the more independent female Sufi organization, the Qubaysiyya, which directs its attention to women from higher social classes.
Members of this organization run highly esteemed private schools in Syria,
and it has lately spread to other countries of the Middle East. 
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shaykhs of the North and Northeast. 45 In my view, its cultivation was more specifically aimed at offsetting the influence of Sa‛id Hawwa, the foremost ideologue of the Islamic opposition in Ba'thist Syria, who was deeply attached to Sufism in general and to the northern branch of the Naqshbandiyya in particular. 46 The affinity between the ideas and discourse of the Naqshbandi 54 ‛Afif ibn Husni al-Din al-Qasimi, Adwa' ‛ala al-tariqa al khalwatiyya al -jami‛a al-Rahmaniyya (n.p., 1997).
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Israel. 55 The most important among its lodges is in Baqa al-Gharbiyya, which four successive sons of Husni al-Din , the last being the present shaykh ‛Abd al-Rauf al-Qasimi, were able to develop after 1967 into an impressive religious-educational complex. It includes both a large mosquezawiya where a regular dhikr is held for both men and women in separate rooms and a rapidly expanding Islamic College, which opened in 1989 and is served by a modern academic library. Enjoying the official recognition of the Ministry of Education, the college has currently more than five hundred students. was primarily the reformist brotherhoods of the early modern era, particularly the Naqshbandiyya, but also the Shadhiliyya and the Khalwatiyya, that proved most capable of adjusting to the modern circumstances. Adopting a seemingly paradoxical strategy of accommodating one agent of modernity or another-Western rationalism, Islamic fundamentalism or, most important ,the all-powerful state-by the close of the century branches from these brotherhoods had managed not merely to preserve their mystical traditions but also at times to expand into new enterprises in the educational, socioeconomic, and political realms.
